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This course is about

http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2013/01/23/saturday_morning_breakfast_cereal_new_science_book_of_web_comics.html


The first principle is that you must not fool 
yourself—and you are the easiest person 
to fool

Richard P. Feynman

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Feynman


This course is about
social science

Watch at home
Mark Abrahams Keynote, 
BAHFest East 2017

https://youtu.be/vFphKNaRcfM
https://youtu.be/vFphKNaRcfM
https://youtu.be/vFphKNaRcfM


Analyzing human behaviour isn’t rocket 
science. It’s harder than rocket science

Edward R. Tufte



What about political science?

https://xkcd.com/435/


Political science is the study of politics 
through the procedures of science

Robert O. Keohane



I define science as a publicly known set of 
procedures designed to make and evaluate 
descriptive and causal inferences on the basis of 
the self-conscious application of methods that are 
themselves subject to public evaluation.

All science is carried out with the understanding 
that any conclusions are uncertain and subject to 
revision or refutation.

Keohane 2009: 359



Course ingredients

Philosophy
Social Science
Methods and coffee

optional



A mathematician is a machine 
for turning coffee into theorems

Paul Erdős

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Erd%C5%91s


Welcome to
the course

http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2013/01/23/saturday_morning_breakfast_cereal_new_science_book_of_web_comics.html
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Course material: frama.link/epss-2018

● Syllabus

Check lecture/tutorial numbering and readings

● Other instructors

Matteo Vagelli (lectures), Thomas Bonnin (tutorials), 
Massimiliano Simons (tutorials)

● Language

Lecture and tutorials are taught 100% in English

Tutorial organization

https://frama.link/epss-2018
https://univ-paris1.academia.edu/MatteoVagelli
https://exeter.academia.edu/ThomasBonnin
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Massimiliano_Simons
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Massimiliano_Simons
https://exeter.academia.edu/ThomasBonnin
https://univ-paris1.academia.edu/MatteoVagelli


● Readings

Do them. Take notes. Come to class.

● Exams

Midterm + Final, announced in advance during lectures

● Quizzes

True/False, announced in advance during tutorials

Other tutors might enforce different rules, but none of us 
handle absences – justify them with admin, and catch up

Tutorial rules



Compulsory readings



 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Incredulity_of_Saint_Thomas_(Caravaggio)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Incredulity_of_Saint_Thomas_(Caravaggio)


Reading 1
Sankey



● Scientific method · p. 248–9

for data collection, research design and test procedures

to discover and justify scientific findings

● Inductive inference · p. 249

“unbiased sense perception to detect observational facts”

inference – generalization through enumeration

● Problems · p. 249–50

theory-laden observation and observability

skepticism — ‘Hume’s problem’

1 Important notions



● Two contexts · p. 249

use of { facts, theory } for { discovery, justification }

● Naive inductivism · e.g. Bacon

induction for both discovery and justification

● Hypothetico-deductivism · e.g. Hempel

induction not for discovery, only for justification

● Falsificationism · esp. Popper

induction for neither discovery or justification

2 Inductive inference in views on scientific method



3 Problems with hypothetico-deductivism

● Inductive skepticism · p. 251

still valid here, even if applies only to justification

● Duhem-Quine problem · p. 251–2

initial conditions and auxiliary hypotheses

generalization rests on ambiguous premises

● Prediction · p. 252

in theory, evidence only should provide confirmation

≠ in practice, proofs are asymmetric



● Still inductive in some aspects · p. 253

to select the “most highly corroborated” theory

● Unaligned with historical practice · p. 254

theories often survive conflicting evidence

Important critics · p. 255

Kuhn — paradigms and historicity

Feyerabend — epistemological anarchism

Lakatos — sophisticated falsificationism

4 Problems with falsificationism



Reading 2
Russell



● Inductive inference from sense-data

generates predictions — x will y

generates generalizations — all x will y

● Probabilistic formulation based on enumeration

as the number N of observed cases of X grows,

expectation of ( observing X in the future ) goes to 1

in probability theory, 0 < P = E ( X ) < 1

1 More ideas about induction



● Inductive skepticism

expectations about the future might be misleading

induction is resilient to facts (via exceptions to laws)

● Uniformity of nature

observations are cases (instances) of general laws

how can we identify those laws and their exceptions?

See also – paradoxes about induction

Hempel’s ravens, Goodman’s ‘grue’ (a.k.a. ‘blite’)

2 Problems left to solve



 QUESTIONS 



Homework

Read Hempel if you haven’t yet done so

Read Neurath



 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory

References

Keohane, Robert O. 2009. “Political Science as a Vocation,” PS: Political 
Science & Politics 42(2): 359–63.  extra ·

Sankey, Howard. 2009. “Scientific Method”, in: Psillos and Curd, The 
Routledge Companion to the Philosophy of Science, pp. 248–58.  reader ·

Russell, Bertrand. 1912. “On Induction”, in The Problems of Philosophy, 
Williams and Norgate, chapter 6, pp. 93–108.  reader ·

https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049096509090489


Links to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Links are ordered from most to least relevant or important

Scientific Method § 3. Logic of Method and Critical Responses

The Problem of Induction § 1. Hume’s Problem

Nelson Goodman § 5. The Old and the New Riddle of Induction

Wesley Salmon § 2.2 The Justification of Induction

Francis Bacon § 5. Novum Organum and the Theory of Induction

John Stuart Mill § 3.2. Foundations of Theoretical Reason, and 
§ 3.3. Sharpening Reason: Philosophy of Science

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-method/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-method/#LogMetCriRes
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/induction-problem/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/induction-problem/#HumeProb
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/goodman/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/goodman/#OldNewRidIndTheSol
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wesley-salmon/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wesley-salmon/#JustIndu
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/#SciMetNovOrgTheInd
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill/#FounTheoReas
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill/#SharReasPhilScie
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Course material: frama.link/epss-2018

● Syllabus

Check lecture/tutorial numbering and readings

● Language

Lecture and tutorials are taught 100% in English

● Read and take notes

This course will help you develop your annotation skills

Tutorial organization – Reminders

https://frama.link/epss-2018




Reading 2
Hempel



● General laws (p. 35)
If ( cause C ) then ( event E )
Purpose = Explanation = Prediction
Instruments = Empirics + Logic ≠ ‘fate’ | ‘spirit’ | chance

● Unicity of science  (p. 37)
History = Biology = Physics
All are concerned with general, not singular, laws

● Opposition to (e.g. p. 9)
Much of – late 19th, early 20th – social science
Metaphysics · Psychoanalysis

1 Important notions



p. 37

● Empirical positivism · Vienna Circle, interwar period

● Principle of verification as the criterion of demarcation

○ Scientific statements are meaningful, i.e. true | false
○ We know that by subjecting them to empirical tests

2 Unity of science



Maxwell’s continuity equation

● A flux q is a real physical quantity that can flow or move 
(e.g. energy, molecules)

● The flux moves according
to a vector field denoted j 

● In its differential form, the
equation states a conservation law
(e.g. conservation of electric charge)

Disclaimer – I have no idea of what this equation really
means in either theory or practice. Ask a real physicist.

Example: ‘laws’ in modern physics

Amount of q per 
unit at time t

Divergence of 
the vector field j

Generation of q
per unit at time t

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation#Definition_of_flux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation#Differential_form
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation#Differential_form
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation#Differential_form
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_equation#Differential_form


Principles of stratigraphy

● Superposition
Upper layers are younger than lower ones

● Original horizontality
Layers will initially 
form horizontally

● Lateral continuity
Layers are bounded at 
the edges of their basin of deposition

Example: ‘laws’ in modern archaeology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratigraphy_(archaeology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratigraphy_(archaeology)#Principles_or_.22laws.22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_superposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_original_horizontality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_lateral_continuity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratigraphy_(archaeology)#Principles_or_.22laws.22


Know thy enemies – classical examples

Astrology

Marxism

Metaphysics

Psychoanalysis

‘Racial biology’

Religion

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuremberg_Laws
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Sun_Tzu


Know thy enemies – contemporary examples

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_racism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bell_Curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bell_Curve
https://www.skeptic.com/reading_room/the-decline-and-probable-fall-of-the-scientology-empire/
https://twitter.com/lfaliajn/status/888312771703603200
https://twitter.com/lfaliajn/status/888312771703603200
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Sun_Tzu


Contemporary relevance

… what we stand for at SFI, which 
is empiricism, science and ideas, 
as an antidote to superstition, 
ideology and ignorance, is 
especially important now.

David Krakauer
Santa Fe Institute, USA
September 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dyz4E89Zjw0


 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

13

http://www.themasterpiececards.com/famous-paintings-reviewed/bid/99667/10-Famous-Paintings-in-the-Rijksmuseum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Incredulity_of_Saint_Thomas_(Caravaggio)


Reading 4
Neurath



● Physicalism · see also: reductionism
Every object can be reduced to physical object
Reminiscent of mechanism, 17th-19th c.
Proposed as a counterpoint to metaphysics

● Proponents · see also: Vienna Circle
Russell, Wittgenstein
Carnap, Russell

● Unitary position · see also: monism
There is only one world, and one way to know it
There is only one science, and one language for it

1 Important notions



● No metaphysics
There is no ‘essence’ of things
There is no ‘Nature v. Culture’ divide

● Behaviouralism
Predictions about animals, individuals, groups
Search for laws of social behaviour

● Opponents
Sociology and psychology as Geistwissenchaft
Phenomenology and the Zeitgeist

2 Application to sociology



 QUESTIONS 



Next week · Reading Quiz No. 1

Texts · Russell, Hempel, Neurath, Popper

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logicomix


Homework

Read Popper



 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory

References

Chapoulie, Jean-Michel. 2017. “Les sciences sociales et le modèle des 
sciences de la nature”, in Enquête sur la connaissance du monde social. 
Anthropologie, histoire, sociologie, France-États-Unis, 1950-2000, Presses 
Universitaire de Rennes, chapter 2, pp. 51–85.  extra ·

Hempel, Carl G. 1942. “The Function of General Laws in History”, Journal of 
Philosophy, 39 (2), pp. 35–48.  reader ·

Neurath, Otto. 1983 [ 1931 ]. “Sociology in the Framework of Physicalism”, in 
Philosophical Papers. 1913-1946, D. Reidel, Dordrecht, pp. 58–90.  reader ·

http://www.pur-editions.fr/detail.php?idOuv=4368
http://www.pur-editions.fr/detail.php?idOuv=4368


Links to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Links are ordered from most to least relevant or important

Vienna Circle § 2. The Basics (includes historical background)

The Unity of Science § 1.4. Unity and Reductionism in Logical Empiricism

Physicalism § 1. Terminology

Scientific Explanation § 2. [Hempel’s] DN [Deductive-Nomological] Model

Carl Hempel § 3.1. The Paradox of Confirmation (on black ravens)

Otto Neurath § 2.2 Neurath’s Place in Logical Empiricism (vs. Hempel)

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/vienna-circle/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/vienna-circle/#BasPerActOveDoc
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-unity/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-unity/#UnitReduLogiEmpi
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/physicalism/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/physicalism/#Ter
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-explanation/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-explanation/#DNMod
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/hempel/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/hempel/#ParaConf
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/neurath/
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/neurath/#NeuPlaLogEmpPhyAntFouHolNatExtPra


Links to other Web sources

Links are not ordered in any particular way

Daniel Little · Understanding Society blog

The Vienna Circle on interdisciplinary science

Neurath on sociology

Recent thinking about scientific explanation

Cosma Shalizi · Notebooks

Logical positivism

Otto Neurath, 1882–1945

http://understandingsociety.blogspot.com/2009/09/vienna-circle-on-interdisciplinary.html
http://understandingsociety.blogspot.com/2009/09/neurath-on-sociology.html
http://understandingsociety.blogspot.com/2012/01/recent-thinking-about-scientific.html
http://bactra.org/notebooks/logical-positivism.html
http://bactra.org/notebooks/neurath.html
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Reading 5
Popper



● Inductive inference does not 
provide a valid criterion of 
scientific demarcation
(≠ Hempel, Vienna Circle)

● Logical deduction can be 
coupled with an alternative one: 
the principle of falsification
(≠ Metaphysics, Psychoanalysis)

Popper · Logic of Scientific Discovery · 1935

Also by Popper

The Open Society and its Enemies – on Plato, Hegel and Marx 
The Poverty of Historicism – on the scientific method of the social sciences 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Open_Society_and_Its_Enemies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Poverty_of_Historicism


● Inductive inference (pp. 3–4)
From singular statements to universal statements

○ Singular = Observations, Experiments (empirics)

○ Universal = Hypotheses, Theories (predictions)

● Logical deduction (p. 9)
From new ideas to conclusions

○ New ideas = Hypotheses (tentative, not yet justified)

○ Conclusions = Particular statements (empirical)

N.B. Note that those are ideal types – practical examples will contain both logics.

Reminder: induction v. deduction



Problem of induction · ‘forward’ version

P ( A )

1. observe A

2. observe A

Prove statement A

3. observe A

A is  verified  by experience

…

Logical empiricism

Solution is  non-finite Hume, Popper obs. 4 = A ?



P ( A ) inductive proof A' of A

inductive proof A'' of A'

inductive proof A''' of A'' …

induction leads to  infinite regress 

Problem of induction · ‘backward’ version

Prove statement A



● Problem of induction (pp. 5–6, p. 11)
Regardless of the past, future instances are unknown
Grounding truth in experience leads to infinite regress

● Principle of falsification (p. 10)
A theory is scientific if it is refutable by a singular statement
Corollary ◻ Scientific theories are empirically testable

● Fundamental asymmetry (p. 10)
Verification requires infinite proofs
Falsification requires one

Important notions



● Principle of verification
Raven A is black Infinite amounts of proof required
Raven B is black +
Raven C is black Conclusion leads to premises,
… All ravens are black rather than the opposite!

● Principle of falsification
P → Q Modus tollens
¬ Q (negating the consequent)
… ¬ P Single proof sufficient

Fundamental asymmetry



● Scientific discovery
… remains mysterious, even metaphysical to some extent
… whereas scientific falsification and corroboration are not
→ scientificity applies to justification only

● Hypotheses
1 Initial conditions i.e parameters, like planetary mass
2 General laws e.g. Kepler’s law of planetary motion

● Cumulativity i.e scientific progress
Science is the business of killing false theories
Theories should endure the “fiercest struggle for survival”

Hypothetico-deductivism



p. 18

● Common enemies · Marxism, most metaphysics

● Common ingredients · Logic, Empirics

● Opposite principles · Truth v. Falsehood

Empirical refutability



Popper in a nutshell

There can be no ultimate 
statements in science (p. 25)

⇔ We are never assuredly free 
of error (Agassi 2014: 91)

⇔ Cartesian doubt – use your 
own reason, but do not trust 
yourself (Descartes)

⇔ “The first principle is that you 
must not fool yourself—and 
you are the easiest person 
to fool” (Feynman)

http://www.musee-rodin.fr/fr/collections/photographies/le-penseur-georges-bernard-shaw-posant-nu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_doubt


 QUESTIONS 



Homework

Read Kuhn if you haven’t yet done so

Read Bird if you have the time to



References

 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory

Agassi, Joseph. 2014. “The Essential Popper,” in Popper and His Popular 
Critics. Thomas Kuhn, Paul Feyerabend and Imre Lakatos, New York, 
Springer, pp. 91–8.  extra ·

Hempel, Carl G. 1942. “The Function of General Laws in History”, Journal of 
Philosophy 39 (2): 35-48.  reader ·

Popper, Karl. [1935] 2002. “A Survey of some Fundamental Problems,” in 
The Logic of Scientific Discovery, London, Routledge, pp. 3–26.  reader ·

https://www.springer.com/fr/book/9783319065861
https://www.springer.com/fr/book/9783319065861


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%B0brahim_Hakk%C4%B1_Erzurumi
mailto:francois.briatte@univ-catholille.fr




⇔

⇔

⇔

–

+





⇡







https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2013.05.023
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/349099a0
http://muse.jhu.edu/article/206790
http://muse.jhu.edu/article/206790
http://muse.jhu.edu/article/206790
https://www.jstor.org/stable/422246
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2013.05.023
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2013.05.023


https://www.jstor.org/stable/422246
https://www.jstor.org/stable/422246
https://www.jstor.org/stable/422246
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Reading 7
Bird



Writing workshop

Summarise the views of [ 1 ] Kuhn, [ 2 ] 
Lakatos and [ 3 ] Feyerabend.

[ 4 ] In your view, which of the authors 
do scientists agree most often with?



Vasily Kandinsky
Several Circles 
1926

4

10 minute break

http://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-49.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Incredulity_of_Saint_Thomas_(Caravaggio)


Reading 8
Schütz



Physical reality

Material world (matter)

Physical elements

… Respond to stimuli

Functions

Unicity of science

Nomothetic method

⇒ Apodictic generalization

Social reality

Mental world (psyche)

Human agents

… Respond to other agents

Intentions

Social sciences

Idiographic method

⇒ Singular assertions

Reality as two worlds (p. 257)



● Phenomenological approach grounded in Husserl’s 
concept of the Lebenswelt (‘life world’)

⇔ Metaphysics · Psychology · Psychoanalysis

● Inspired interpretative studies of ‘everyday life’ in society, 
in line with Weber’s Verstehende Soziologie 

○ Methodological individualism (≠ Durkheim, Parsons)

○ Social behaviour has its own distinct meaningfulness

○ Social actors share intersubjective knowledge

Schütz · Inspirations and relevance / 1



● Also influenced

○ Constructivism, i.e. the study of how reality is socially 
represented (Berger and Luckmann)

○ Ethnomethodology, i.e. formalizations of everyday 
interactions (Garfinkel)

● Daily social life is now routinely understood as crucial to 
sociological processes (Bourdieu, Giddens, Luhmann…)

Schütz · Inspirations and relevance / 2



● Schemes of experience

○ ‘In order to’ motives (forward-looking)

○ ‘Because of’ motives (backward-looking)

● Sharing mechanism: communication
(i.e. interaction between two subjects) 

○ Ego provides ‘in order to’ motives

○ Alter ego stores them as ‘because of’ motives

⇒ Result: intersubjectivity (i.e. shared understandings)

Meaningful social action



● Theory formation via ideal-types

○ Shared understandings that are taken for granted

○ Separable in theory, mixed together in practice 

● Empirical basis: common-sense knowledge (p. 268-9)

⇔ Mental constructs shared in everyday life

⇔ ‘First-degree’ understanding (second: ideal-types)

● Classical ideal-type example: modes of domination

Traditional · Charismatic · Legal-rational

Interpretive social science



Trad.

Cha.

Leg-r.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ho_Chi_Minh


● Motives for action are 
amenable to observation

⇒ Can we really study things 
that are immanent?

● Emotions and psychological 
states determine action

● Social values can be studied 
in a neutral fashion

⇔ Value-neutral sociology

Disagreements about Weber (p. 259)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Weber


 QUESTIONS 



“Kant’s whole ethics amounts to 
the idea that every person, in 
every action, must reflect on 
whether the maxim of his action 
can become a general law.”

(Hannah Arendt, interview with 
Joachim Fest, 1964)

⇒ Were Popper and the Vienna 
Circle neo-Kantians?

Possibly. Yet, …

Bonus digression: Immanuel Kant / 1

https://www.mhpbooks.com/books/hannah-arendt-the-last-interview/
https://www.mhpbooks.com/books/hannah-arendt-the-last-interview/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40926847
https://philosophynow.org/issues/118/An_Overdue_Appearance_of_Immanuel_Kant


… yet Kant’s Critique of Judgment 
insists that we “think from the 
standpoint of everyone else”

[ … which is why Arendt mentions 
Kant to Fest in the previous 
quote: she is discussing Adolf 
Eichmann’s lack of empathy. ]

⇒ From that viewpoint, Schütz is 
the true neo-Kantian here.

Bonus digression: Immanuel Kant / 2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eichmann_in_Jerusalem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eichmann_in_Jerusalem
https://philosophynow.org/issues/118/An_Overdue_Appearance_of_Immanuel_Kant


Homework

Read Canguilhem 
… in English or in French — the French version 
is available from the ‘Extra readings (Tutorials)’
folder on Google Drive



Bird, Alexander. 2008. “The Historical Turn in the Philosophy of Science”, 
in Psillos, Stathis and Curd, Martin (eds), The Routledge Companion to the 
Philosophy of Science, London, Routledge, pp. 67–77.  reader ·

Fest, Joachim. 1964. Hannah Arendt. The Last Interview. New York, 
Melville House.

Schütz, Alfred. 1954. “Concept and Theory Formation in the Social 
Sciences,” Journal of Philosophy 51 (9): 257–73.  reader ·

References

 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory

https://www.mhpbooks.com/books/hannah-arendt-the-last-interview/
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Tufte 1990:78

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/239/4836/162
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/239/4836/162


Reading 8
Canguilhem



available in French



● Gaston Bachelard

“Every particular science produces at each moment of 
its history its own norms of truth” (Lecourt 1975: 164)

⇔  Historicism, historical epistemology

● Georges Canguilhem

The normal/pathological distinction, which is essential 
to medicine, relies on both natural and social facts

⇔  Vitalism · “recognition of the originality of the vital fact” 
(Canguilhem, cited in Lecourt 1975: 179)

Bachelard and Canguilhem [ and later, Foucault ]



● Claude Bernard

Pathologies are detectable via excess or deficiency

e.g. height, weight, respiratory rate, heart rate

● [ Comte, ] Quételet, Durkheim, Halbwachs

Individuals exist at some distance from the mean

e.g. average likelihood of suicidal behaviour

⇔ objective knowledge via 
measurement, quantification and probabilities

Bernard and positivist sociology



https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/index.htm


https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/index.htm


https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis/index.htm


● Physiological constants reflect social norms (standards)

e.g. average life expectancy
⇔ social importance of long lifespans

“Everything happens [ as if ] society 
had ‘the mortality that suits it’” (p. 161)

● Averages have ontological meaning

e.g. average height (Quételet)
⇔ average ideological positions

⇔ biological normativity is partly social
⇔ constants are ‘virtuous’

Canguilhem’s philosophy of medicine

http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674027428
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674027428


● Social organisation relies on 
explicit norms rather than implicit 
(or mechanistic) ones

≠ organicism
⇔ [ Comte, ] Durkheim

● Norms exist via their violations: 
abnormality comes first

e.g. linguistic normalisation,
industrial standards,
metric systems…

Canguilhem’s philosophy of society

http://www.fmsh.fr/fr/node/24650


 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

https://aliquote.org/post/networks-graphs-and-visualization/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Incredulity_of_Saint_Thomas_(Caravaggio)


Writing workshop

[ 1 ] According to Canguilhem, what do 
we imply when we say that we feel 
‘healthy’ or ‘well’? [ 2, 3 ] Illustrate.

[ 4 ] What does that tell us about the 
nature of medical knowledge?



Homework

Read Hacking



References

Bernard, Claude. 2008 [ 1947 ]. Principes de médecine expérimentale, 
Paris, Presses Universitaires de France.

Canguilhem, George. 1966. Le normal et le pathologique, Paris, Presses 
Universitaires de France.  reader  + French versions  extra ·

Lecourt, Dominique. 1975. Marxism and Epistemology. Bachelard, 
Canguilhem and Foucault, London, NLB.

Tufte, Edward R. 1990. Envisioning Information. Cheshire, Graphics Press.

 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory

https://www.puf.com/content/Principes_de_m%C3%A9decine_exp%C3%A9rimentale
https://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/books_ei
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MEASUREMENTWHAT ARE MADE OF?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giuseppe_Arcimboldo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giuseppe_Arcimboldo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giuseppe_Arcimboldo


SURVEYS

PROBABILITIES

https://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/H/bo20298894.html
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674027428


MEASUREMENT

https://www.unicef.org/innovation/94202.html


REGISTRATION

http://www.lemonde.fr/m-actu/article/2017/03/10/en-inde-des-morts-bien-vivants-se-battent-pour-ressusciter_5092633_4497186.html


CLASSIFICATION

https://www.cairn.info/revue-annales-2013-4-page-1039.htm


● Epistemology

⇔  ‘how can we know’

⇔  ‘what can we know’

● Ontology

⇔  ‘what is the world made of’ e.g. genes, culture

⇔  ‘what exists’ e.g. gods, numbers

● Monism v. dualism

● Reductionism

Notions to keep in mind



Reading 9
Hacking



● Nature does not react to classification

N ⟶ scientific classification ⟶ N

≠  Society does, via moral assessment

H ⟶ scientific classification ⟷ H’ · modified H

● Human kinds react to classification by

○ redefining their identity

○ altering their behaviour

… rendering former classifications obsolete

Natural v. human kinds



≠

drug user H

addict A’

drug user H’addict A

drug user H’’

addict A’’

≠

…

classification reactionhuman kind



https://www.cairn.info/outsiders--9782864249184.htm


… Hacking (1999, Ch. 5) distinguishes between ‘child abuse’ 
and ‘satanic ritual abuse’. Satanic ritual abuse is a socially 
constructed idea, but not a social kind.

Bird and Tobin 2017



… Hacking (1999, Ch. 5) distinguishes between ‘child abuse’ 
and ‘satanic ritual abuse’. Satanic ritual abuse is a socially 
constructed idea, but not a social kind. In the 1990s, there was 
an exhaustive investigation into satanic ritual abuse in Great 
Britain after a number of reported cases. However, an 
independent commission claimed that none of the charges 
were substantiated by evidence. Thus, our constructed 
categories are subject to empirical investigation.

Bird and Tobin 2017



… in contrast, a kind such as child abuse is considered real. 
The emergence of the category can be traced to a definite 
time (1961) at a definite place (Denver) in the discussions of 
paediatricians.

Bird and Tobin 2017



… in contrast, a kind such as child abuse is considered real. 
The emergence of the category can be traced to a definite 
time (1961) at a definite place (Denver) in the discussions of 
paediatricians. Moreover, the reference of the category was 
abused children. This reference dynamically changed as the 
idea became embedded in new legislation, incorporated in 
practices involving social workers, police, schoolteachers etc.

Bird and Tobin 2017



● Conventionalism

strong v. weak

● Constructivism

universal v. local

● Realism

in philosophy ≠ in social science

● Naturalism

Notions to keep in mind



 QUESTIONS 



Homework

Read Latour and Woolgar



References

Becker, Howard S. 1963. “Moral Entrepreneurs”, in Outsiders. Studies in the 
Sociology of Deviance, New York, Free Press, pp. 147–64.  extra ·

Hacking, Ian. 1995. “The Looping Effects on Human Kinds”, in Sperber, 
Dan, Premack, David and Premack, Anne J. (eds), Causal Cognition. A 
Multidisciplinary Approach, Clarendon Press, pp. 351–83.  reader ·

Khalidi, Mohammad Ali. 2013. “Kinds (Natural Kinds vs. Human Kinds),” in B. 
Kaldis (ed.), Encyclopedia of Philosophy and the Social Sciences, 
Thousand Oaks, Sage.  extra ·

 Extra readings  are available on Google Drive and are not compulsory
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QUIZZES
AND

MIDTERM
GRADES



1. Relying as much as possible on specific examples, 
illustrate the relevance of Hume’s “problem of induction” 
for philosophy of science

 
2. Popper argued against the foundationalist pretensions of 

neopositivist philosophers […]. Spell out the consequences 
for the social and political philosophy of this conception 
of science 

3. What are the main tenets of the “standard picture” of 
science that are overturned by Kuhn’s historical 
philosophy of science?



● Causation or the problem of induction

○ Inference of general laws from repeated observation

○ Problem: no logical foundation to inductive inference

○ Deterministic ≠ probabilistic reasoning (Russell)

● Reactions to Hume’s problem

○ Vienna Circle: acknowledgement without solution

○ Popper: different criterion of demarcation

○ Also · paradoxes of induction

Midterm questions: ‘Hume’s problem’



● Falsificationism

○ Knowledge is antithetical to absolute certainty

○ Corroboration requires collective scrutiny

● Social and political consequences

○ Criticism is essential to intellectual progress

○ Tolerance for error and contradiction

○ The Open Society · defense of liberalism

— cf. critical rationalism (Agassi, Boyer)

Midterm questions: Popper’s philosophy



● Scientific progress is neither linear or accretive

○ Scientific paradigms intersped by scientific revolutions

○ Examples: Copernicus, Darwin, Lavoisier, Einstein

● Scientific observation is context-dependent

○ History shapes both discovery and justification

○ Scientific methods will vary through time

● Scientific change results from sociological processes

≠ rationalist explanations

Midterm questions: Kuhn v. the ‘standard picture’



< 4 Clearly insufficient

○ No answer beyond descriptive terms

○ Spelling and other language issues ( –1, –2 )

4, 5 Marginally (in)sufficient

○ Weak examples beyond chickens…

○ Tenses and other language issues ( –1, –2 )

6+ Reasonably (very) good

None of the above, or just spelling ( –1 )

Grading scheme (my own, not everyone’s)



● Do not use oral contractions (or expressions) in writing

e.g. don’t, isn’t, it’s, etc.

● Tenses, especially the final ‘s’ on third-person singulars

● Beware of French double consonants

e.g. ‘developped’ or ‘additionnally’

● Cut the rhetoric: eliminate ‘indeeds’ and ‘thens’

if need be, use ‘therefore’ and ‘consequently’

● Write less: English writing is more concise

English language for native French speakers



 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Experiment_on_a_Bird_in_the_Air_Pump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Experiment_on_a_Bird_in_the_Air_Pump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Experiment_on_a_Bird_in_the_Air_Pump


Reading 10
Latour and 
Woolgar





● Realism has 1. objects followed by 2. statements

≠ Constructivism has no separation between both

and strong constructivism (à la Latour)

○ denies context-independent observability

○ allows statements to create objects from artifacts

● Context – i.e. scientific production – serves to

○ negotiate facts into objects

○ stabilize objects into persuasive devices

Science as knowledge production



● Scientific statements result not from their truth value, but

○ from ‘solving’ (closing) controversies

○ extending scientific context to other environments

● As a consequence, understanding science is about

○ observing science in practice

within its ‘black boxes’

○ showing how scientists win arguments

○ studying technoscience objects

Science as a bargaining process

http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674792913
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674792913


LIGO

physicists

artefacts controversies

facts statements

https://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/gravitational-waves-exist-heres-how-scientists-finally-found-them
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2149215-gravitational-wave-discoverers-win-physics-nobel-prize/


http://video.newyorker.com/watch/two-black-holes-merge-into-one
http://video.newyorker.com/watch/two-black-holes-merge-into-one


LIGO

physicists

physicists

journals

media

theory

http://video.newyorker.com/watch/two-black-holes-merge-into-one
http://video.newyorker.com/watch/two-black-holes-merge-into-one


● Historical studies of science

showing the crucial influence of e.g. war, capitalism

● Philosophical studies of science

treating technology (‘golems’) on a par with scientists

● Sociological studies of science

going ‘beyond Kuhn’ in sociologizing scientific output

See · Callon and Latour’s Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

Where do we go from there?



● Philosophy of Science

● History and Philosophy of Science (HPS)

● Social Studies of Science (SSS, 4S)

● Science and Technology Studies (STS)

● Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK)

● Technoscience

● Social Epistemology

● Metascience

Where do we go next in the study of science?

https://journals.sagepub.com/home/sss
http://www.4sonline.org/
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/sss
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/sss


 OVERALL 
 REVIEW 

AND APPLICATIONS



from Thomas’

slides



Application: genetically modified organisms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGG6s5x9FQs


Application: genetically modified organisms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGG6s5x9FQs


Application: left-handedness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT1avZJB-_M


Application: left-handedness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT1avZJB-_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT1avZJB-_M


Application: clinical trials

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijX5JuzFHIc&index=2&list=PLtlyuzTYRErdk8QK_DIwmm_vqsibRm__n


Application: clinical trials

videos by Bruno Falissard (2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04yg9SNJdik&list=PLtlyuzTYRErdk8QK_DIwmm_vqsibRm__n&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtlyuzTYRErdk8QK_DIwmm_vqsibRm__n


Application: gender pronouns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI


Application: gender pronouns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbINLWtMKI
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